Purpose -This paper aims to present a personal view of the development of digital libraries, starting with the original vision of 1945 and describing how it came to the dominance of online searching and reading that it has today. Design/methodology/approach -Progress in digital libraries is described in four areas: technical, economic, legal and social issues. Originally technological obstacles were dominant, but they have generally been overcome by progress in computers, networks, and algorithms. Economic issues have also faded, although "open access" questions still bedevil us. Surprisingly, libraries are now faced with more serious legal obstacles than first expected; no one today can start a digital library effort without thinking about copyright. Social issues are likely to be the next set of challenges. Findings -The transformation of searching and reading has been almost complete. Scholars in scientific disciplines, in particular, often function quite well with only rare visits to a library to read physical books. Even in the area of entertainment reading, it can be seen that the e-reader devices now dominating. These results have been a combination of new research results and new commercial activities, with perhaps less progress by publishers and libraries than one might have hoped. Originality/value -The development of digital libraries has been a complex mixture of change: there are ideas which were invented long before users or companies were ready for them, and other ideas (such as search engines) which appeared suddenly when opportunities arose. The complexities of technology, economics, law and society are still in the process of being understood as they either enable or block new services. However, looking back, it can be seen that essentially the entire vision of 1945 is in sight and other large improvements in complex systems and how they are helped or impeded in their progress may be learned from this story.
The more usual vision starts, of course, with Bush (1945) and his Memex. This article introduced the idea of sitting at a keyboard and viewing any scholarly document that you wished to see and inspired the field of information retrieval. It also introduced the concepts of hyperlinks (called trails), ingeniously implemented in bar-coded microfilm. But even this idea has precursors (if you believe Plato, everything does). We now know, thanks to a biography by Zachary (1999) , that Bush had spent a decade trying to build code-breaking machines based on microfilm, the idea being that you could find relationships by overlapping pieces of film containing some varieties of text and shining lights through them, while scanning by eye.
To imagine a trivial case of code-breaking via film, suppose I store documents by using a piece of photographic film divided into a rectangular grid, with each row representing the next letter in sequence, and 26 columns in each row, one column for each possible letter in the alphabet. The indication of each letter is given by leaving the appropriate column clear and darkening all the other cells in the row. So an A would be shown as a light cell followed by 25 dark cells, and a D by 3 dark cells, one light cell, and then 22 more dark cells. Now imagine two such pieces of film, both representing the same text, but where one copy has been encrypted in a Caesar cipher. In a Caesar cipher, the letters are just shifted along the alphabet: perhaps A becomes D, B becomes E, C becomes F, and so on. The two documents superficially look different (for example, the first three words of this sentence now read "wkh wzr grfxphqwv"). But if you place the two pieces of film together, and slide them relative to each other, when they are shifted by three columns, you'll suddenly see all the clear spots lining up. This tells you that this particular Caesar encipherment used a shift of 3, so you could now decipher other documents that had been encrypted in the same way. There are easier ways to break a Caesar cipher (and no professional cryptographer now or in 1940 would think you needed known plaintext to solve one), but the example shows how microfilm might be used to search for aligned text.
This work with microfilm got Bush started on the idea of using microfilm for text handling, and when the end of the war was in sight, as he explains, he looked for what could be done with the wartime technologies for peaceful purposes. Bush also knew that large-scale science was new; before the war science had tended to be an individual pursuit, as in Lewis's (1931) novel Arrowsmith. Both the Radiation Laboratory's work on microwave radar and the still-secret work on the atomic bomb had demonstrated amazing progress using large teams of scientists. Thinking big, Bush realized that helping scholarly researchers cooperate was perhaps the largest gain possible, and that he had an idea how to do that. Bush was not a digital native; he explained in his 1967 essay, "Memex Revisited" (Bush, 1967) that his background had been in analog computing and he was still learning about digital methods. Nevertheless, he recognized that digital methods were the future of information handling; he did hesitate at some of the more ambitious projections, for reasons of cost and difficulty.
Bush did know in 1945 something that the rest of us did not know: namely that computers had done text processing during the war as part of code-breaking. In the 1960s, the conventional wisdom was that the first application of computing machinery had been to numerical calculations, such as the ballistic firing tables computed on the Harvard Mark I by Howard Aiken. There was a reference to code-breaking in Warren Weaver's letter of 1947 (Weaver, 1949) where he suggested that translating Russian into English might be viewed as the problem of decoding a very complex and powerful code, but again the secrecy requirements caused him to write this without direct reference to how much had already been done. For most of us, working with text was something new, and it was not until 1974 that the British decided to publicize what they had done during the war (Winterbotham, 1974) .
Technology
Given the public view of computers as solely numerical machines, during the 1950s relatively little technology was available for dealing with text in computers. Some of the first was developed for machine translation, believed to be a very high priority practical problem. Groups at IBM and Georgetown University, and under Tony Oettinger (1965) at Harvard, built systems that tried to improve on word-by-word translation. Information retrieval came a little later. Near the end of the decade Luhn (1960) at IBM, developed both the KWIC index technique, a method of producing concordances automatically, and the idea of selective dissemination. Similarly Allen Kent at Western Reserve University developed the WRU Searching Selector, a mechanical device for document retrieval (Rees, 1958) .
Along with machine translation, information retrieval became a popular subject in the 1960s. The attendance at IR conferences reached several hundred, well above what it would be in later decades until the Web arose. IR was perceived, as Bush had imagined, as a way of improving the quality and productivity of science. Scientists frequently were unaware of relevant research, and of course they still are. Specifically, a widely reported anecdote claimed that the US had spent $250,000 repeating some work that had been published earlier by the Soviets. This was used to justify both MT and IR research. It wasn't true (Oettinger, 1965) , but "when the legend becomes fact, print the legend" (Bellah and Goldbeck, 1962) .
We faced technical difficulties at each stage of the process: input, computation, and output. Input was the first problem. At the time we had to keystroke documents to get them into machine-readable form, and so only relatively small collections were used for experiments. We knew from the mid-1960s that computer-typesetting equipment would be a source of larger text files, but we did not get those immediately. In fact even until the 1980s there were cases where the errors in a computer-typeset page would be corrected by "stripping in" the needed changes, rather than correcting the original file, which was thus left as inaccurate.
implementing the idea of a desktop document retrieval system, but it was quite a while before remote access replaced the model of "you bring your job to a big computer and leave it while we do it, perhaps overnight".
What about the later problems -economics, law and society? People understood that someday there would need to be a way to pay for the retrieval systems, but for the researchers, generally able to get either NSF, NIH, or military support, this was not the primary issue. NSF did wobble during the 1960s as to whether support of scientific information services should mean supporting research into technology for future information service, or the funding of the services that actually existed at the time, but NSF supported many of the key researchers, including Gerard Salton (and me). So we were living in Jim Gray's ideal world, which he described as "May all your problems be technical" (Lesk, 2004, p. 95) .
By the end of the 1960s we had enough technology to build retrieval systems, and we also now had both computer typesetting and online access. And indeed, the first IR systems started to appear, such as LEXIS for legal information (started at the paper company Mead with expertise from Arthur D. Little, current owner Reed Elsevier) and scientific systems such as DIALOG (originally part of Lockheed, now owned by ProQuest), ORBIT (once part of SDC, and now owned by Questel), and BRS (started at SUNY, and after various ownership changes, now part of OpenText in Canada). All of these systems, somewhat to the annoyance of the research community, provided Boolean search mechanisms.
Despite these commercial systems, research was relatively quiescent until access to large text files could become commonplace. Although the Library of Congress started producing MARC records (Avram, 1968) for bibliographic records in 1969, online library catalogs did not become common until the early 1980s. In imitation of the major online systems, they mostly provided Boolean search capabilities despite evidence over 20 years that these were not particularly effective.
During the 1970s and 1980s essentially all document production switched to computers, and it became expected that a machine-readable copy of all new text would exist. In addition, we now had the internet, and of course in 1995 the web exploded. The very first internet-based searching systems were still based on manual indexing and hierarchical structures, reminiscent of traditional libraries. The best known was Gopher, actually run by a library (Frana, 2004) , which followed "ftp" (file transfer protocol) utilities such as Archie and Jughead. But when large amount of text appeared on the web, systems appeared that fetched every webpage and indexed the words automatically. Among the first were Webcrawler (Pinkerton, 1994) and Lycos (Mauldin, 1997) . People now went back, got all the algorithms for indexing and searching, and built improved search systems, which today provide sub-second response time for queries over billions of web-pages.
And so the technology problem seemed solved, and we now faced the next problem, asking who would pay for digital libraries.
Economics
At the beginning of the web era, it was unclear what was going to support the whole thing. There are stories about content owners and web services having business meetings and discovering that each party expected to be the one getting paid. At the time I poo-poohed the idea of scholarly publication being advertiser supported, noting that it never had attracted many ads in the past (the advertising pages in most scholarly journals being a few book ads and a few employment ads). Experiments were made with payments to content providers; early in the days of AOL it charged its users 10 cents per minute and if they were reading a page from Time Magazine, it would pay 1 cent over to Time. This model collapsed. There were plenty of people willing to provide information free, such as businesses trying to reduce customer service costs by putting manuals online, or faculty and students looking for recognition rather than cash.
Or, at least, faculty looking for recognition first and cash later. Openly-available papers are cited more than papers that cost money to read, and a study of the university tenure process suggested that a citation is worth about $10 (Diamond, 1986 (Diamond, , 2001 . So if Norris et al. (2008) are right that open access articles average nine citations, while tolled-access articles only average six citations, scholars ought to be willing to pay $30 to have their material online. Unfortunately, the price demanded by a publisher for open access is often $2000, although the arXiv.org archive only needs about $7/article.
Meanwhile, user resistance started to evaporate. Around 1990 people still thought of screen reading as difficult and inconvenient. I recall an anecdote reported by a colleague who had been interviewing chemists about the possibility of providing American Chemical Society journals online. One of the interviewed chemists had said that he liked not only the selection of articles and their arrangement in the paper journals, but also the feel of the paper and even the smell of the journal. I retorted, fortunately only to my colleague, that the smell of a brand-new journal was just PVA glue and if somebody wanted that we could buy a bottle of it and pour it over his workstation.
A little experience with online materials, however, showed the enormous attraction of having materials accessible from your desk and being searchable to the word level. In 2000 the combination of the state of technology and the public view of it was still inadequate for electronic reading, and the "Rocket E-book" failed as the dot-com boom collapsed. Ten years later the Amazon Kindle was a smashing success; by the spring of 2011 Amazon was selling more ebooks than paper books (Kolakowski, 2011) . And in 2009, Nature reported that the American Chemical Society was going to phase out paper (Marris, 2009) ; for example, today the Journal of Physical Chemistry Letters is no longer produced on paper.
At the start of the 1990s, scanning and OCR technology had improved to the point that retrospective conversion of materials was now possible, as well as provision of current, newly created journals. This was the same model as retrospective catalog conversion: after a period when libraries maintained both an online catalog for new materials and a card catalog for older materials, they started to convert the old cards. One motivation was that when there were "enough" catalog entries (typically 1/3) in the online catalog, users lost interest in the older records. So libraries realized that it was important to have all the records in the online catalog. Similarly, in 1995 the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation supported the creation of JSTOR for retrospective conversion of journals. In the 1990s, there was a great deal of hand wringing about how we would pay for electronic libraries. The NSF digital library research call in 1998 specifically asked for work on new economic models. I do not know of a single useful economic result that followed from that call (in one case, the economists were ejected from the project).
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Nevertheless, we do have lots and lots of online material; what I can read online is now more than what I can read on paper. As a typical albeit trivial example, earlier in this paper I quoted a line from the movie The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance. That movie is based on a short story, and I felt I should know whether to cite the screenwriters or Dorothy Johnson, the author of the short story. I would think of a request for a 1949 short story as a particularly bad case for online material; however, my university library doesn't have a paper copy of that book, while the Illinois State Bar Association has put the story online (something I could never have found without search engines).
How are we paying for all of this? Fundamentally, money has come from the same sources that paid for information on paper: libraries and readers, and now increasingly some of it has come from authors and grants. Publishers, having converted to electronic publication already as a way of simplifying their production process, realized that they could sell online access on attractive terms. Libraries could, by using their purchase funds to buy electronic copies, give users better service (office and home access) and avoid shelving costs. There has been some nasty competition between publishers of the form "buy all of our journals and we'll give you a great price, although you won't have any money left over to buy anybody else's journals". On balance journal publishers have found online sales sufficiently appealing that many journals have gone through a retrospective conversion by their publisher. For example, the Association for Computing Machinery has digitized all its past journals and proceedings. When retrospective scanning is not provided by publishers, it is often done by libraries, sometimes with foundation support. Visit almost any major library web site and you'll see materials from their special collections being digitized, whether Newton's papers at Cambridge or cookbooks at Michigan State.
Meanwhile, individual readers can often buy current books on the Kindle or Nook thanks to publisher programs. Readers also find that they can buy individual articles should they not belong to a library that subscribes to the whole journal. Since electronic publishing can be feasibly done one copy at a time, there has been an explosion in self-publishing. Self-publishing authors often charge very little; Amazon has tens of thousands of books for sale at 99 cents and at $2.99. There is also a great deal of self-publishing of scholarly articles on the web, with sites such as arXiv.org supplementing the author web sites.
Open access is spreading rapidly. A huge number of scientific articles are now available free either through university repositories, author web sites, other repositories or publisher web sites. Publishers often provide free access. Either the entire journal is open access, such as the PLoS journals, or individual authors have paid a publishing fee for a specific article. Publisher journals that provide free access often ask authors for a fee; this is called "gold" open access in the discussion. Laakson (2011) estimates that open access articles in journals which ask for an author fee are now 7.7 percent of all articles and growing 30 percent a year; Poynder (2011) suggests another 20 percent of articles are available via "green" (self-published repositories, no fees) open access. Governmental requirements are stimulating increased open access. The National Library of Medicine now requires all articles based on its research funding to be deposited in PubMed Central with a one-year delay. Recently, the Research Councils of the UK (Saxon, 2012) announced that they would provide all UK scholarly output free as well.
In general, the money for fees asked for open access articles comes from the authors, or from their research funding; funding for non-fee university or public repositories typically comes from library budgets or contributions. To the extent that this broadens the base of support for communication, that's good. It does mean that we are increasingly reliant on authors for presentation as well as content. Decades ago, a respectable journal employed copyeditors and monotype operators, while today we generally expect author-prepared copy. We also do not yet understand whether a shift to open access will save university libraries more in subscription fees than it costs them in repository operations.
Open access repositories, however, are very economical to run. If you divide the current revenues of Elsevier's scientific and medical information business, £2.058 billion, or about $3.2 billion, by the 240,000 articles published, even with a deduction for the 700 monographs they also publish, that is over $10,000 per article [1] . Rockefeller University Press also reports costs of $10,000 per article (Rossner, 2010) . The open access group PLoS (Public Library of Science) spent $12.2 million in 2010 to publish about 8,500 articles, or about $1,500 per article (PLOS, 2011) . If you ask for the same number from arXiv, the answer is $7 per article (Cornell University, 2012).
We no longer ask how to fund searching services. I can remember when online utilities such as Dialog were so expensive that Bell Labs discouraged individual scientists from using it, since the library felt they would waste time (and thus money) as compared with the professional searchers. The discovery of web advertising as a money source for search engines produced free services like Google Scholar, and the development of cheap technology for search enabled alternatives such as CiteSeer. Few today still try to charge just for searching (OCLC still requires subscriptions for WorldCat).
I have left perhaps the best for last, namely the book scanning of the last ten years. In 1998 Raj Reddy of CMU was frustrated by people claiming the web was only second-rate material; most famously, Ian Irvine, then chair of Elsevier, said in 1996 that what was on the web was the stuff rejected by his journals (Milliott, 1996) . To provide generally recognized content, Raj proposed that a million books be scanned and put online; these would clearly be high quality material even if perhaps out of date. As an example of his dexterity, once after the Million Book Project had bought a large pile of books discarded by the Kansas City Public Library system, somebody complained to Raj that these must be bad books, since the library had thrown them out. Raj replied no, these were books that were so important that the library system had bought two copies! About the same time, however, Amazon began scanning current books, in order to implement their "Search Inside" feature to attract readers to books. Then, Amazon decided to attack Google with a search engine alternative, named "A9.com". And what was Amazon's selling point? Google, they said, only searched the web, while Amazon searched books as well. Shortly thereafter, Google announced that it, too, would have books. Coincidentally, they had decided to implement a dream of founder Larry Page and Sergey Brin to place book collections online. Initially, Google made a bargain with publishers similar to Amazon's: let us enable searching of your currently available books so that people will be encouraged to buy them. But shortly after Google started scanning older books, and has gone ahead at a huge scale. LHT 30, 4 Google Book Search now indexes some 20 million books, and says it will finish scanning all the 130 million books in the world by 2020. Even today, however, there are only a few larger libraries of books in the world. Observing Google, Microsoft started up its own book scanning, although Microsoft abandoned the effort after reaching about 750,000 books. In addition, the Million Book Project split out the Open Content Alliance, which did local scanning as opposed to scanning in India and China. When all of these are added up, I checked a quick sample and found that the typical pre-1920 US book had been scanned more than six times.
Other projects have scanned large quantities of old newspapers; the British Library has scanned the UK eighteenth century newspapers while the American Antiquarian Society has scanned American newspapers before 1800. Nineteenth century papers are also available from vendors such as Gale or ProQuest. Moving beyond the printed word, we have huge numbers of scanned images, both from traditional libraries and museums (think of ArtStor, or the many images in the American Memory Project), and more commercial or public collections of music (iTunes) and video (YouTube or Hulu). In the media areas, there is still much dispute about economics, with arguments about "piracy" opposed to "obsolete business models". Law So, despite the fears of 20 years ago, we've seen the economic barriers to scanning overcome to the point that nearly everything -books, journal articles, newspapers, images, music and videos -is more readily available online than off, with only a few things disappearing because the vendors can not find a business model to keep them online. However, the rise of both Google Books and online music has provoked major legal disputes. The development of digital libraries does not align well with traditional legal views. Historically, there was a clear separation between the first-use market and the later-use market. The author or publisher was involved in the first-use market: the original purchaser of something had to buy from a legitimate copyright holder. The second-user market, whether involving a library, a used bookseller, or an individual making a gift to a friend, did not involve or further recompense the originator. Digital libraries break both ends of this. On one side, it is easy to copy digital bits, and the copies are perfect and almost instantaneous, so individuals can look for ways to avoid paying the copyright holder even when seeking a brand-new work. On the other side, the possibility of digital rights management means that the copyright holders can impede the sale of second hand books or music, as well as the lending of works by libraries.
For libraries, this is a new kind of problem. Libraries converting their own catalogs didn't generally have to worry about getting anyone else's permission. Many long out of print and commercially worthless books, however, still can't be legally digitized without permission, while at the same time that numerous new best-selling works (particularly music or video) are being illegally distributed online. A few years ago, it appeared that at least the orphan book problem was going to be partially solved via the class action lawsuit against Google Book Search, whose proposed settlement would have paid $125 million upfront to the publishers and authors, while establishing a future policy for the use of orphan books. And, as part of this settlement, every public library would get some use of the entire Google Book file.
Unfortunately, some objectors managed to derail the settlement, in what seemed to me an illogical hope that if the orphan works problem remained unsolved, that would encourage Congress to do something sensible about it. Right now, expecting the US Congress to do something sensible seems about as likely as hoping that the moon will fall out of the sky. Not that things are better in Europe: The European Parliament has considered an orphan works proposal limited to non-profit institutions, but one amendment passed in a 23-member committee by a vote of 14-12 (OSNews, 2012) . Historically, legislative proposals for orphan works usually yield administratively complex solutions that are excessively expensive for libraries, especially when we realize these materials have usually been out of print for decades and whose unknown owners can hardly have expected to ever get future revenues.
A few libraries have also been involved in these problems. For example, UCLA has digitized a collection of 78rpm disks by obscure Latino record publishers, asking "The UCLA Library is eager to hear from any copyright owners who are not properly identified so that the appropriate information may be provided in the future" (UCLA, 2012) . Similarly the Institute of Jazz Studies at Rutgers-Newark has digitized a collection of Benny Carter and Benny Goodman recordings, but only allows them to be used on the library premises (Berger, 2011) .
So although we have made it past most of the technical issues and the economic issues, we are now bogged down in the legal issues, which keep us from making digital libraries even of things that have never had intellectual property value. I do hope that at some point, the Google Book settlement or some variant of it will come back to life (the publishers still would not mind getting that $125M, if only the intervenors would get out of the way), and that we'll have an orphan works settlement. Combined with simpler and more straightforward ways to buy the works that still are in print, and more publisher cooperation with services like Overdrive that allow libraries to lend digital works, we might have ready availability to most printed material.
My hope is based on the business position of the publishers: with Amazon having driven Borders out of business, and putting Barnes and Noble into a shaky situation, the publishers will lack distribution alternatives for all but the best sellers. With only Amazon (and perhaps Apple) as a channel, the publishers will be in a poor bargaining position. Distribution through libraries, although less lucrative for best sellers, is still an alternative the publishers should want to explore. Given the simplicity with which readers can now get to almost everything else, availability of books would almost complete the digital library.
Social issues
If my optimism about the legal situation is born out, I predict the next problem will be social issues. What happens as the library equivalent of spam starts to take over? How do we avoid a world in which junk information is taking over, because the new world has much less effective refereeing and reviewing? My particular worry is that as we rely increasingly on PageRank and social filtering, even without deliberate abuse by spammers or "gamers", we suffer two consequences:
(1) The number of works read shrinks, even as the number of works published increases. If you look at Amazon reviews, every Harry Potter book has thousands. My book on digital libraries has two. For people searching reviews for advice, this concentrates attention on a few best-selling books. By contrast, the Library of Congress catalogers spend about the same effort on every book, whether the book is popular or not.
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(2) Effective filtering means that people read only what they agree with already; see the book The Filter Bubble (Pariser, 2011) . And so we get inbred communities that only read reinforcements of one view, whereas the traditional newspaper was expected to provide unbiased and broad assessments.
I also fear that too much of our progress has depended on either doubtful business models or far-sighted individuals with resources. Private companies, unlike public or university libraries, have less responsibility to keep resources available. Before there was Google Street View, there was Amazon's BlockView, which disappeared over a weekend without warning. Although there are some amazing resources available online, such as Street View or Google Sky, it's hard to see some of these having a business model that would survive some kind of new dot-com crash. Libraries justifiably worry when private companies insist that libraries not save their electronic materials, expecting corporate resources to be available indefinitely. Elsevier, for example, has signed a special agreement with the Koninklijke Bibliotheek, the National Library of the Netherlands, to provide a backup copy of ScienceDirect materials (Hunter, 2002) . Similarly, it's hard to feel confident in the permanence of institutions that depend on a few donors. Admittedly, wealthy individuals have often been responsible for information resources in the past; consider the people for whom the Huntington, Folger, or Newberry libraries are named. But this seems even more true today; without Larry Page and Sergey Brin, we would not have a view of how to get out of the legal problems around book scanning, and without Brewster Kahle at the Internet Archive, I do not know who would be saving the web. When even the Philadelphia Orchestra has had to declare bankruptcy, I wish I understood the financial foundations of more of our information resources.
I think all of these issues can be overcome. For example, with respect to spammers, there are moderation systems like Wikipedia, for example, that try to preserve some degree of quality control. And various kinds of crowd-sourcing can sort materials and point readers to valuable if obscure materials, with of course search engines able to identify even the most buried text if it contains sufficiently unique strings.
Conclusion
It's been a long journey here. Some years ago I noticed that I had been born the year the Memex paper was published, and wrote a paper relating my personal history to Shakespeare's "Seven ages of man" speech in the context of digital libraries (Lesk, 1995) . I suggested that by the time I was 70 in 2015, the Memex goal -to have all scholarly information available from a desktop via a keyboard -would be achieved. We can still do it; in fact, if the Google Book settlement had been approved, we'd be there already. Vannevar Bush would have understood the organizational complexities (he was a university president, after all). And I think he'd also have understood how the combination of technical progress and social need would get us to the goal of universal information access.
Note
1. Elsevier would note, among other objections, that they reject about as many articles as they actually publish, and I have not estimated those costs.
